
APPLIED LINGUISTICS DISSERTATION

Applied Linguistics Dissertations and Theses Lexical Bundles in Applied Linguistics and Literature Writing: a
Comparison of Intermediate English Learners.

Dissertation topics in applied linguistics: Applied linguistics is a subfield of linguistics and strives to find
meaningful solutions to languages issues in the real world. Jackie Yeoh: Email communication in the
workplace. Written work is required to be concise, cogent, appropriately structured, and to adhere strictly to
word limits, as in most areas of activity. Rebecca White:Lexical richness in adolescent writing: Investigating
productive vocabulary in New Zealand secondary schools. A review of language in formal and informal
settings- evidence based on English. Ha Hoang:Metaphorical language in second language learners' essays:
Products and processes. Looking For More? Multilingualism- another possibility after bilingualism? Chapters
contain answers to commonly asked questions and ample opportunity for students to develop their skills
through interactive exercises. An investigative exploration of Post-Tudor English- similarities and differences.
Stylistic variation in West Yorkshire bilinguals: a forensic perspective The effects of heroin on speech and
voice quality The phonetics of distress Guilty accents? Betsy Quero Bastidas: The vocabulary load of
academic texts. A few related linguistics dissertation topics that can help you in choosing good research topics
in applied linguistics are: How do non native English teachers teach English to local students? A qualitative
review. Global linguistic studies are based on the differences and similarities between languages and how
these differences have come to exist. An international perspective. An understanding for sociolinguistics
through a background of race and color in America. Health care delivery across language barriers- how
effective is it? The knowledge and use of English through varied professional settings- generic or subject
specific? They work in collaboration with their supervisors to devise an appropriate research plan, including
research questions, methodology, and timetable. These research topics in linguistics relate mainly to English
and are interesting areas of study. Fenty Siregar: In pursuit of intercultural communicative competence: An
investigation into English language policy and practices at a private university in Indonesia. Kirsten Smiler:
Maori deaf children and their whanau: a study of nature and impacts of early intervention. General transferable
skills The MPhil by Thesis, with its focus on independent scholarly enquiry, demands that students develop
exemplary organisational and time-management skills. How does language create meaningful bonds between
cross-cultural communities? Language and perception- how connected are they? Grasp of English grammar in
L2 students- review of literature. Patrick Foss:Vocabulary use and development in a corpus of Japanese
learner blogs. This develops their oral presentation skills, and prepares them for academic activities such as
presenting conference papers. Douglas Meyer: Testing English as an international language. Maria
Stubbe:"Was that my misunderstanding? Yosuke Sasao:Diagnostic tests of English vocabulary learning
proficiency: guessing from context and knowledge of word parts. What role does popular music play in
language evolution? A systematic review of vowel pronunciation across the UK- generic or area specific?
British infant-directed speech: Cultural differences and developmental consequences Phonological memory
and langage development in late talkers: Does phonological memory provide a key link between early
phonological and lexical development? Pamela Protheroe:The effect of illustrations on the ability of children
to draw inferences while reading narrative texts.


